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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have three Azure SQL Database servers shown in the
following table.
You plan to specify sqlserver1 as the primary server in a
failover group.
Which servers can be used as a secondary server?
A. sqlserver2 and sqlserver4 only
B. sqlserver4 and sqlserver5 only
C. sqlserver1 and sqlserver3 only
D. sqlserver2 and sqlserver3 only
Answer: A
Explanation:

The Resource Group must be the same.
The secondary server can have another location.
The secondary server cannot be the same as the primary server.
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/database/autofailover-group-configure

NEW QUESTION: 2
Note: This question is part of series of questions that present
the same scenario. Each question in the series contains a
unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question
sets might have more than one correct solution, while others
might not have a correct solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be
able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen.
Your company has deployed several virtual machines (VMs)
on-premises and to Azure. Azure ExpressRoute has been deployed
and configured for on-premises to Azure connectivity.
Several VMs are exhibiting network connectivity issues.
You need to analyze the network traffic to determine whether
packets are being allowed or denied to the VMs.
Solution: Use Azure Advisor to analyze the network traffic.
Does the solution meet the goal?
A. Yes
B. No
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
Instead use Azure Network Watcher to run IP flow verify to
analyze the network traffic.
Note: Advisor is a personalized cloud consultant that helps you
follow best practices to optimize your Azure deployments. It
analyzes your resource configuration and usage telemetry and
then recommends solutions that can help you improve the cost
effectiveness, performance, high availability, and security of
your Azure resources.
With Advisor, you can:
Get proactive, actionable, and personalized best practices
recommendations.
Improve the performance, security, and high availability of
your resources, as you identify opportunities to reduce your
overall Azure spend.
Get recommendations with proposed actions inline.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/advisor/advisor-overview

NEW QUESTION: 3
CORRECT TEXT

Which keys are stored in the authorized_keys file?
Answer:
Explanation:
public
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